SAFE . STRONG . DURABLE

UpRight Platform System
Features:
• Maximize the number of
bottles per trailer
• Protect the bottle cap from
damage
• Increase the stability of the
stack
• Stack 6 layers high for
warehouse storage
• Separate filled layers with a
forklift

Bottle Cap Protector
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Internal Partitions

Nestable
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SAFE . STRONG . DURABLE

UpRight System
General
Specifications:

36 Bottle UpRight
Rack:

CONSTRUCTION:

CAPACITY (EACH UNIT):

One-piece structural foam
injection molded.

Twelve (12) 5 gallon/19L or
20L bottle

U.S, Canadian, Mexican
Patents
Other foreign patents
pending
MATERIAL:
High density polyethylene w/
ultraviolet stabilizers.

PLATFORM WEIGHT
(EACH UNIT):
Platform with partition:
2l lbs/9.5 kg
Platform without partition:
20 lbs/9 kg
PALLET BASE:

COLORS:

Pallet: 33 lbs or 15 kgs

Blue or Black

Pallet w/stringers: 45 lbs or
20.5 kgs

RECOMMENDED STACKING
CAPACITY:

(53 FT. TRAILER):

3 layers with full bottles

(254) 36 bottle stacks
(508 platforms + 254 pallets)

WARRANTY:
Limited warranty against
defects in materials and
workmanship.

CONTAINER QUANTITY
(20 FT OCEAN)
(84) 36 bottle stacks
(168 platforms + 84 pallets)
(40 FT. OCEAN)
(170) 36 bottle stacks
(340 platforms + 170 pallets)

The UpRight bottle stacking system aids in the storage and transportation
of 5 gallon water bottles. The primary function of the system is to increase
unit load stability. To ensure maximum efficiency, the system draws on both
the strength of the bottle and the integrity of the bottle and closure fit
for overall strength. Before purchasing any material handling system, the
potential purchaser should thoroughly evaluate their entire manufacturing
and distribution system, including the bottle and cap performance, to ensure
compatibility. Further, the customer must understand that changes to that
manufacturing and distribution system, (e.g. bottle wear and tear, changes
to the bottle design, transport changes) may affect the compatibility of the
material handling system.
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